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Abstract
In this work, a non-uniform multi-rate control strategy is applied to a kind of
Networked Control System (NCS) where a wireless path tracking control for an Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV) is carried out. The main aims of the proposed strategy are to face time-varying network-induced delays and to avoid packet disorder. A
Markov chain-driven NCS scenario will be considered, where diﬀerent network load
situations, and consequently, diﬀerent probability density functions for the network
delay are assumed. In order to assure mean-square stability for the considered NCS,
a decay-rate based suﬃcient condition is enunciated in terms of probabilistic Linear
Matrix Inequalities (LMIs). Simulation results show better control performance, and
more accurate path tracking, for the scheduled (delay-dependent) controller than
for the non-scheduled one (i.e. the nominal controller when delays appear). Finally,
the control strategy is validated on an experimental test-bed.
Index terms: Networked control system, unmanned ground vehicle, network delay,
packet disorder, multi-rate control systems, PID controller.
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Introduction

An NCS is a control system where diﬀerent devices share a common communication link. Advantages such as cost reduction and easy maintenance have
motivated a wide study about NCS in the last years (see, for instance, in [16],
[48], [52]). Nevertheless, some drawbacks arise when using a shared link, being
the fundamental one the existence of time-varying delays when transmitting
information between devices (usually, from sensor to controller and from controller to actuator) [51], [47], [24], [7]. Also, in some cases, networks introduce
packet dropouts [20], [46], [8], packet disorder [32], [8], [53], and bandwidth
constraints [30], [31]. Dealing at the same time with all the drawbacks involved in an NCS becomes a complex problem, and hence, some simplifying
assumptions are usually made.
The present work is focused on facing time-varying network-induced delays
and avoiding packet disorder in a kind of NCS where the plant to be wirelessly
controlled is a UGV. Most of papers treating this scenario (for instance, [30],
[31], [43], [22], [44]) does not cope with the packet disorder phenomenon, and
in addition, are characterized by:
• performing the main control tasks (that is, path tracking and delay compensation) at the remote side (with no direct communication to the plant).
At the local side (close to the plant), a simple PID is located to control the
instantaneous rotational velocity.
• compensating for round-trip time delays from estimated remote-to-local
delays (since at the remote side only the current local-to-remote delay is
known).
• requiring estimated UGV states so as to generate the proper path references
to be followed when the packets reach the local side. At this moment, the
references are compared to the current, instantaneous velocities, and the
consequent error signal is controlled by the simple PID.
The main problem of the approach considered in these papers is working with
estimated values, since the worse the estimation is, the higher performance
degradation could be. In order to avoid this problem, a proposal which deals
with actual values for the round-trip time delays and the UGV states is proposed in the present work. This approach considers a Multi-Rate Input Control
(MRIC) strategy [18], [36], [6], [9] (i.e., the sensing rate is N times slower than
the actuation rate), with the next features:
• the control tasks are separated into two control levels working at diﬀerent
rates: the path tracking control is located at the remote side generating slowrate references from the actual UGV state, and the delay compensation is
situated at the local side generating a fast-rate control signal from the actual
2

delay. Concretely, the path tracking controller implements a network-based
adaptation of the Quadratic Curve (QC) algorithm by [49], and the delay
compensation controller applies a version of the gain scheduling approach
introduced in [35].
• the sensing period is chosen to be greater than the longest delay 2 . In this
way, the packet disorder problem is avoided. But, from a single-rate control framework, this period could then be too great to reach the desired
control performance (the greater the sampling period is, the worse the control performance should be expected [28]). However, by adopting the MRIC
strategy, since control actions are applied at N times faster rate than the
sensing rate, the control performance can be maintained [3], [19].
• as a consequence of existing time-varying network delays, the fast-rate control signal will be non-uniformly applied, resulting in a non-uniform multirate control approach.
• actual round-trip time delays can be measured and compensated at the
local side, since a local timer is shared by every local device. In addition,
the remote controller needs no synchronization to develop its tasks, and
hence no time-stamping techniques are required.
As a result of these features, our control proposal implies a straightforward
implementation, being not required additional prediction stages for the delay
and the UGV state (used in [30], [31], [43], [22], [44]), and the possibility of reducing the network utilization (since information travels through the network
at the slower rate).
The present work contemplates a Markov chain-driven NCS [21], [10], [33],
[38], [39], which is an special case of stochastic NCS [40], [25], [11]. Driving
the NCS by a ﬁnite state Markov chain enables to consider not only states with
diﬀerent delay distributions (the stochastic case) but also transition probabilities among states. This kind of NCS model can be useful to be applied to
most of Internet applications [26], [41]. In an Internet environment is usual to
ﬁnd diﬀerent network load scenarios, where heavy traﬃc situations can appear
(loaded network) and disappear (unloaded network) following some transition
probabilities. This will be the case considered in the present work. However,
Markov chains can also be used to model other aspects of the NCS. For example, to drive activation states of subsets of actuators [13], [14], or subsets of
sensors and actuators [15], [23]. In any case, in order to assure stability in the
jumping system, some conditions can be enunciated in terms of LMIs [5] under
the consideration of transmission delays both in system output measurements
and in control signals.
Summarizing, the paper includes the following sections. In section 2, the pro2

From experimental or simulated data, network-induced delay distributions are
assumed to be known.
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Fig. 1. NCS scenario

posed NCS is described. Section 3 presents the remote and local controllers.
Then, in order to prove global mean-square asymptotical stability for the
Markov chain-driven NCS, section 4 introduces a decay-rate based suﬃcient
condition in terms of probabilistic LMIs. In addition, in this section, several
cost functions are presented in order to be used when analyzing NCS performance. A simulation example in section 5 illustrates the main beneﬁts of the
control proposal, which is validated by means of an experimental test-bed in
section 6. Finally, section 7 enumerates the main conclusions of the present
work.

2

Description of the NCS scenario

The proposed NCS is described in Figure 1, where the next devices are considered:
• a UGV as a process to be controlled, which includes two motors (for right
and left wheels).
• a time-triggered sensor, working at period N T , to sample the process output (rotational velocity) for each motor (wR , wL )k (right and left motors,
resp. 3 ). This output is sent through the network, and saved (in the measurement storage block) to be used later by the local (dynamic) controller
(described below).
3

Note, k ∈ N indicates the number of iteration at N T (being N > 1).
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• an event-based path tracking controller (at the remote side) that implements
the Quadratic Curve (QC) path tracking algorithm in order to generate
slow-rate rotational velocity references for each motor (wR ref , wL ref )k from
the current UGV state (xc , yc , θc )k and the reference UGV state (xr , yr , θr )k .
The controller’s tasks are triggered after receiving the process output (wR , wL )k
from the sensor device, that is, after elapsing a local-to-remote delay τloc−rem (k).
More details about the path tracking controller can be found in section 3.1.
• an event-based gain scheduling multi-rate controller (at the local side) that
generates fast-rate control actions (to be applied to the UGV) from the slowrate references (wR ref , wL ref )k . These references arrive to the local side
after elapsing a remote-to-local delay τrem−loc (k). Then, the local (dynamic)
controller algorithm is triggered in order to, ﬁrstly, calculate the round-trip
time delay τ (k), and secondly, compensate for it following a gain scheduling
approach (more details in section 3.2). The round-trip time delay τ (k) is
deﬁned as
τ (k) = τrem−loc (k) + τC (k) + τloc−rem (k)
(1)
where τC (k), a (negligible) computation time delay required by the diﬀerent
devices, is lumped together with the network-induced delays. τ (k) is assumed to be time-varying (and driven by a Markov chain, as later detailed)
inside the range [0, τmax ], being τmax < N T (hence, no packet disorder is
assured).
In this case, the local (dynamic) controller is a multi-rate PID one, and
its gains will be retuned according to τ (k) (more details in section 3.2).
• a non-uniform local actuator that applies the N fast-rate control actions,
being the ﬁrst of them injected after the round-trip time delay τ (k), and
the rest ones applied at period T . Then, a non-uniform actuation pattern
arises at instants {τ (k), T, 2T, . . . , (N − 1)T } 4 .
• a local timer shared by the local devices in such a way that all of them are
perfectly synchronized. So, the round-trip time delay τ (k) can be measured
subtracting packet sending and receiving times, not being needed timestamping techniques.
Capturing diﬀerent network loads in the described NCS, a Markov chaindriven network model with n0 diﬀerent states, ri , can be generated [27]. A
transition matrix Γ indicating the transition probabilities qi,j between two
states will be considered, taking this form
Γ = {qi,j },

i, j ∈ {1, ..., n0 }

(2)

where
being

∑n0

j=1 qi,j

qi,j = P {rk+1 = j | rk = i},

i, j = 1, 2, ..., n0

(3)

= 1, ∀i.

Note, if the delay were τ (k) ≥ dT, d ∈ N+ , the ﬁrst d control actions would not
be applied.
4
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Let us propose a basic network model with two diﬀerent states: one state
represents an unloaded network r1 , and the other state, a loaded network r2 .
In a two-state Markov chain, the transition matrix takes this form



Γ=



q1,1
1 − q2,2

1 − q1,1 


(4)

q2,2

where, in this simple case, q1,1 , q2,2 can be obtained from a priori experimental
data, dividing the amount of time spent in each state by the total amount of
time of the experiment.
Since, in the present work, a probabilistic model of the network delay τ (k) will
be assumed, then a probability density function pi (τ (k)) for each state in the
Markov chain is supposed to be known. Figure 2 shows an example of these
functions.
Following with the two-state Markov chain, let us consider three diﬀerent
network contexts to be used later in the simulation example (section 5):
• q1,1 = 1, q2,2 = 0: unloaded network context (the network is always in the
unloaded state r1 ), presenting a lower average delay.
• q1,1 = 0, q2,2 = 1: loaded network context (the network is always in the
loaded state r2 ) that shows a higher average delay.
• q1,1 = q2,2 = 0.5: mix network context, where the network is switching
between both states with the same probability.
Due to the time-varying nature of the network-induced delay, in order to
assure stability in this Markov chain-driven NCS, some conditions will be
enunciated in terms of probabilistic LMIs, in which both probability density
functions pi (τ (k)) and transition probabilities qi,j will be taken into account
6

(more details in section 4).

3

Event-based remote and local controllers

3.1 Path tracking controller

After elapsing τloc−rem (k) time instants from the process output sampling
(wR , wL )k , this output arrives to the remote side. At this moment, the remote
control algorithm is triggered to compute the slow-rate rotational velocity
references (wR ref , wL ref )k , carrying out the next steps:
• kinematics computation, including:
· the rotational (w) and translational (v) velocity calculation [12]:










ρ/2   wR 
v
 ρ/2
  =


w
ρ/ϖ −ρ/ϖ
wL
k

(5)
k

where ρ is the radius of the wheel, and ϖ is the width of the UGV base.
· the current UGV state (xc , yc , θc )k calculation (being (xc , yc ) the position,
and θc (k) the posture angle):
xc (k) = xc (k − 1) + v(k)N T cos(θc (k − 1) + w(k)N T /2)
yc (k) = yc (k − 1) + v(k)N T sin(θc (k − 1) + w(k)N T /2)
θc (k) = θc (k − 1) + w(k)N T

(6)

where (xc , yc , θc )k−1 must be initialized at the ﬁrst iteration (k=1), v(k)
and w(k) are obtained in (5), and N T is the slow sampling period.
• QC algorithm, developing (for details see in [49]):
· computation of the error between the reference UGV state (xr , yr , θr )k
and the current UGV state (xc , yc , θc )k (by transforming from the world
coordinate to the robot coordinate):






 ex 

 



sin θc 0   xr − xc 

 cos θc

 

 
 

 
 ey  =  − sin θc cos θc 0   yr − yc
 

 
 

 

eθ

k

0

0

1

k

θr − θc







(7)

k

where (xr , yr , θr )k is provided by the reference generator (described below).
· calculation of the quadratic curve coeﬃcients A(k) and K(k):
A(k) = sign(ex (k))

7

ey (k)
e2x (k)

(8)

being yM =A(k)x2M the quadratic curve in the robot coordinate, where
(xM , yM ) is the position in this coordinate.
K(k) = sign(ex (k))

α
1 + |A(k)|

(9)

in such a way that xM at kN T ≤ t < (k + 1)N T is given by xM =K(k)(t −
kN T ), and α > 0 is the speed of the robot.
· rotational and translational velocity reference generation:
vref (k) = K(k)

(10)

wref (k) = 2A(k)K(k)

(11)

which are widely-used approximations from the original equations when
the period of time t − kN T is very small.
· generation of the slow-rate rotational velocity reference for each motor
(the right and left motor references):






 wR ref 


wL ref



 1/ρ

 =
k



ϖ/2ρ   vref 

1/ρ −ϖ/2ρ



wref



(12)

k

• reference generator, which includes two computations:
· calculation of the length d0 (k) between the reference point (xr , yr , θr )k and
the UGV state (xc , yc , θc )k :
d0 (k) =

dmax
1 + β|A(k)|

(13)

where dmax is the maximum distance between the reference point and
the UGV, β is some positive constant, and A(k) is provided by the QC
algorithm (see in (8)).
· generation of the next reference point (xr , yr , θr )k+1 from d0 (k) and taking
into account the desired path. Note, the ﬁrst reference value (xr , yr , θr )1
must be initialized.

3.2 Gain scheduling multi-rate PID controller

After elapsing τ (k) time instants from the process output sampling (wR , wL )k ,
the rotational velocity references for each motor (wR ref , wL ref )k (remember
(12)) arrive to the local side. This event triggers the local (dynamic) control
algorithm, where a multi-rate PID controller for each motor is implemented. In
this way, the N delay-dependent control actions 5 U k =(u1 (τ (k)), u2 (τ (k)), . . . ,
5

Where, on the sequel, (.)T means transpose function.
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uN (τ (k)))T
k to be non-uniformly applied to every motor are generated. The
design of U k is performed by means of this causal 6 lifted discrete state-space
∑
realization R = (AR , BR , CR , DR ) [17]:
ψ(k + 1) = AR ψ(k) + BR e(k)
U k = CR ψ(k) + DR e(k)

(14)

being in this work




1

AR = 


0

0 f (τ (k))





 Ki (τ (k)) 

BR = 


1 − f (τ (k))




 1 −Kd (τ (k)) 



1
CR = 
 .
 ..



0
..
.

1

0














 Kp (τ (k)) + Kd (τ (k)) 




DR = 





Kp (τ (k))
..
.










(15)

Kp (τ (k))
and where ψ(k) is the state vector, e(k) = (wR ref − wR )k is the error signal 7 for the right motor (it can be analogously expressed for the left motor), and Kp (τ (k)), Ki (τ (k)), Kd (τ (k)), f (τ (k)) are, respectively, the proportional, integral and derivative gains, and a derivative noise-ﬁlter pole. All of
these controller parameters can be denoted as the delay-dependent gain vector
θ(τ (k)) = (Ki (τ (k)), Kp (τ (k)), Kd (τ (k)), f (τ (k)))T , which will be computed
by means of the following gain scheduling approach:
θ(τ (k)) = θ(0) + M τ (k)
6

(16)

To fulﬁll causality constraints [50], [45], [37], DR must be a block lower triangular
matrix. Concretely, in our case, DR is a column matrix.
7 Note, as in this approach the round-trip time delay is measured and compensated
at the local side, the sampled rotational velocity is considered to compute the error
signal instead of the instantaneous velocity like in [30], [31], [43], [22], [44].
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where the new variables θ(0) and M are
• θ(0) = (Ki (0), Kp (0), Kd (0), f (0))T is the no-delay, nominal gain vector,
which can be designed via classical procedures such as direct design [28],
time response optimization [4], or discretization of continuous PID controllers [4].
• M is denoted as the scheduling vector, which is deduced after solving a
least-square problem on the minimization of the ﬁrst-order Taylor term of
∥π(τ (k), θ(τ (k))) − π(0, θ(0))∥, being π(τ (k), θ(τ (k))) a performance vector
deﬁned by closed-loop poles. The solution of the proposed problem yields
M = −(∆T W T W ∆)−1 W T ∆T δτ

(17)

where W is a weighting ﬁlter (to give priority to dominant closed-loop poles),
∂π
∆ is a Jacobian matrix that includes the derivatives ∂θ
evaluated at the
i
nominal point (τ = 0, θ(τ (k)) = θ(0)) for each controller parameter θi ,
and δτ is the derivative related to the delay, δτ = ∂π
, evaluated at the same
∂τ
nominal point.
The scheduling law in (16) tries to maintain the no-delay, nominal control
performance despite network delays.

4

Stability and performance analysis

From a causal 8 lifted plant model

∑
P

= (AP , BP , CP , DP ) [17]

x̃(k + 1) = AP x̃(k) + BP U k
wR (k) = CP x̃(k) + DP U k

(18)

where x̃(k) is the plant state vector 9 , it is well-known that the feedback
∑
connection of an output feedback controller R = (AR , BR , CR , DR ) and a
∑
process P = (AP , BP , CP , DP ) in a lifted framework results in a dynamical
system governed by [2]:






−BR CP

 AR
 ψk+1 
=

x̄(k + 1) = 

x̃k+1

BP CR AP − BP DR CP

8





  ψk 
 = Ācl x̄(k) (19)


x̃k

Causality constraints are automatically satisﬁed when the lifted model is derived
from a continuous-time model [37].
9 In (18) the right motor output w (k) is presented, but analogously the left motor
R
(with the output wL (k)) could have been considered.
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As the network delay τ (k) can vary from sensing period to sensing period,
then Ācl in (19) must be replaced by Ācl (τ (k)) to represent a discrete LTV
system
x̄(k + 1) = Ācl (τ (k))x̄(k)
(20)

4.1 Mean-square stability for a Markov chain-driven NCS.

Theorem The NCS deﬁned by the closed-loop state in (20), where the
network-induced delay τ (k) is driven by a ﬁnite state Markov chain with
state-space {ri }, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n0 } and transition probability matrix Γ with
elements qi,j , being each network state ri described by a probability density
function of the network delay pi (τ (k)), is globally mean-square asymptotically
stable around the null initial state if there exist positive-deﬁnite matrices
Q(1), Q(2), ..., Q(n0 ) such that
n0
∑
j=1

qi,j (

l
∑

pi (ϑm )Ācl (ϑm )T Q(j)Ācl (ϑm )) − α2 Q(i) < 0,

(21)

m=1

∀i, j = 1, ..., n0
where 0 < α < 1 is the performance objective (an average decay rate), ϑm ,
m ∈ {1, . . . , l} is a dummy parameter ranging in a set Θ = [0, τmax ] where
the time-varying parameter τ (k) is assumed to take values in (usually, ϑ1 =
0, ϑl = τmax , and the rest of values ϑm are l-equally spaced), and matrices Q(i)
are composed of decision variables to be found by a semi-deﬁnite programming
solver [42].

Proof Assuming the random variation of the network delay, stability of the
closed-loop system will be analyzed in the mean-square sense by means of a
quadratic Lyapunov function
V (x̄(k), rk ) = x̄(k)T Q(rk )x̄(k) Q(rk ) > 0

(22)

which will be shown to decrease in average, so E[V (x̄(k), rk )] will tend to zero,
and hence the state will converge to zero with probability one (E[·] denotes the
statistical expectation). The average descent to be proved will be expressed
as:
E[V (x̄(k + 1), rk+1 )] ≤ E[V (x̄(k), rk )]
(23)
or, considering an average decay rate 0 < α < 1, the descent expression yields:
E[V (x̄(k + 1), rk+1 )] ≤ α2 E[V (x̄(k), rk )]
11

(24)

If the closed-loop equations in (22) are replaced in (24), the expected value of
the diﬀerence between two consecutive samples yields:
E[∆V | x̄(k) = x̄, rk = i] =
= E[V (x̄(k + 1), rk+1 ) − α V (x̄(k), rk ) | x̄(k) = x̄, rk = i] =
= E[x̄(k + 1)T Q(rk+1 )x̄(k + 1) | x̄(k) = x̄, rk = i] − x̄T α2 Q(i)x̄ =
= E[x̄T Ācl (τ (k))T Q(rk+1 )Ācl (τ (k))x̄ | rk = i] − x̄T α2 Q(i)x̄ =
2

=

n0
∑

(25)

qi,j (x̄ Ācl (τ (k)) Q(j)Ācl (τ (k))x̄) − x̄ α Q(i)x̄ =
T

T

T

2

j=1

= x̄T (

n0
∑

qi,j (Ācl (τ (k))T Q(j)Ācl (τ (k))) − α2 Q(i))x̄

j=1

The LMI gridding in [34] can be extended to a probabilistic case where the
network-induced delay τ (k):
• is driven by a ﬁnite state Markov chain, being each state described by a
probability density function pi (τ (k)).
• is assumed to take values in a bounded set Θ = [0, τmax ].
In addition, if a dense enough set of l-equally spaced values ϑm , m ∈ {1, . . . , l}
is used as a dummy parameter ranging in Θ, then the previous Lyapunov
decrescence condition (25) can be rewritten as (21).
4.2 Mean-square stability for a stochastic NCS (with no Markov chain), and
robust stability

If no transition probabilities qi,j were known, the proposed Markov chain model
could not be used. Under this consideration, stability could be analyzed either
following an stochastic framework (with only the probability density functions
pi (τ (k))) or even following a robust approach (with no statistical information).
For the ﬁrst case, following similar steps to those presented in the previous
subsection, the next LMI can be deduced in order to prove stochastic stability:
l
∑

p(ϑm )Ācl (ϑm )T QĀcl (ϑm ) − α2 Q < 0

(26)

m=1

For the second case, stability must be ensured for any arbitrary delay change
(with unknown probability) inside the interval Θ = [0, τmax ], resulting the
worst-case performance. Similarly to the previous subsection, the next LMI
can be deduced in order to prove robust stability:
Ācl (ϑm )T QĀcl (ϑm ) − α2 Q < 0,

12

∀ϑm ∈ Θ

(27)

4.3 Cost functions

To ensure stability in the previous sections, the decay rate is utilized as a
performance objective. In order to carry out a more exhaustive evaluation of
the performance for the proposed control strategy, three cost functions will be
used. The ﬁrst one, J1 , is based on the ℓ2 -norm, and its goal is to provide a
measure about how accurate the path is followed:
v
u l
u∑
J1 = t (xc − xr )2k + (yc − yr )2k

(28)

k=1

where k are iterations at N T (as previously used), being l of them required
by the UGV to reach the ﬁnal point of the path. The rest of variables were
deﬁned in section 3.1.
To know the maximum diﬀerence between the desired path and the current
UGV position, a second cost function J2 is deﬁned, which is based on the
ℓ∞ -norm:
J2 = max {|(xc − xr )k |, |(yc − yr )k |}
1≤k≤l

(29)

And ﬁnally, the third cost function J3 measures the total amount of time (in
seconds) elapsed to arrive at the ﬁnal destination:
J3 = lN T

5

(30)

Simulation results

In this section, a simulation example is presented in order to illustrate the main
beneﬁts of the control proposal. The section is split into three parts. In the ﬁrst
subsection, the selection of the dual-rate local (dynamic) controller is justiﬁed
to be the nominal, no-delay one (i.e. to be later retuned when delays are taken
into account); in the second subsection, the LMIs introduced in section 4 will
be analyzed in order to ensure stability in the proposed time-varying NCS; and
the third subsection exploits a Truetime [29] application in order to evaluate
the cost functions exposed in 4.3 and other control performance aspects.
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5.1 Selection of the nominal local controller

The UGV to be controlled can be represented by the next transfer function
G(s) =

w(s)
30.5627
=
V (s)
(s + 15.97)

(31)

being V (s) the applied voltage in V, and w(s) the rotational velocity for the
right or the left motor, indistinctly, in rad/s.
In order to justify the selection of the dual-rate PID controller as the nominal
one, a comparison between single-rate and dual-rate PID controllers in the
no-delay situation is carried out. In the case of the dual-rate controller, two
diﬀerent values for N (N = 2 and N = 4) will be studied.
In the next subsections, when coping with delays, the example will consider
the Markov chain-driven NCS described in section 2 with probability density
functions depicted in Figure 2, which shows a maximum network delay τmax =
0.195s. Then, in order to deal with this largest delay, the output sampling time
will be 0.2s (assuring τmax < N T ). So now, the comparison for the no-delay
context takes this sensing period so as to treat three diﬀerent design options,
being the main goal of them to achieve a response as fast as possible:
• single-rate PID controller (T = 0.2s) which is ﬁne-tuned by hand from an
initial root-locus design. It is the bilinear discretisation of
1
s
Kp (1 + Ki + Kd
)
s
fs + 1
for the values: Kp = 0.3, Ki = 10.5, Kd = 0.04, f = 0.5.
• dual-rate PID controller with N = 2 (T = 0.1s, N T = 0.2s), which corresponds to the realization (15) with values: Kp (0) = 0.5, Ki (0) = 0.5, Kd (0) =
0.04, f (0) = 0.25.
• the same previous dual-rate PID controller but with N = 4 (T = 0.05s,
N T = 0.2s).
Simulation results for every option are depicted in Figure 3. These are the
main conclusions:
• the three responses are able to approximately achieve the same settling
time (≃ 0.4s) but, while the dual-rate controllers present no overshoot, the
single-rate controller shows an overshoot of almost 20%.
• increasing N in the dual-rate strategy does not imply an important control
performance improvement. 10
10

As a rule of thumb, the higher N is, the better control performance may be,
although the improvement may not always be signiﬁcant.
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Fig. 3. Single vs. dual-rate comparison (continuous inter-sample response) for the
no-delay case

From these conclusions, the dual-rate PID controller with N = 2 is chosen as
the nominal local controller. Then, summarizing, the case study to be developed in the next subsections will consider:
• the UGV described in (31).
• the Markov chain-driven NCS described in section 2, with probability density functions depicted in Figure 2, and with the transition matrix deﬁned in
(4). In addition, the three network contexts presented at the end of section
2 (unloaded, loaded, and mix) will be analyzed.
• sampling and actuation periods: N T = 0.2s, and T = 0.1s (N = 2).
• no-delay, nominal gain vector: θ(0) = (Ki (0), Kp (0), Kd (0), f (0))T =
(0.50, 0.50, 0.04, 0.25)T , in order to achieve the dynamic control performance
previously deﬁned (settling time ts ≈ 0.4s, and no overshoot).
• scheduling vector (from (17); details omitted for brevity): M = (Ki , Kp , Kd , f )T =
(0.9401, −0.3075, −0.1259, 0.1306)T .

5.2 Stability study

From the considered Markov chain-driven NCS, the LMI in (21) is evaluated.
Table 1 points out the consequent results for each control strategy (scheduled,
non-scheduled) in each network context (unloaded, loaded, mix). The main
conclusions are:
• all the decay-rate values are less than 1, indicating stable control systems.
• when the network is unloaded (q1,1 = 1, q2,2 = 0), both multi-rate PID controllers (the scheduled one and the non-scheduled one) behave in a similar
15

Table 1
LMI decay-rate (with Markov chain)
network context

scheduled

non-scheduled

unloaded

0.29

0.27

loaded

0.79

0.88

mix

0.62

0.75

way.
• when the network is loaded (q1,1 = 0, q2,2 = 1), the scheduled controller
presents a better decay-rate value (around 10% less) than the non-scheduled
one, and hence a better performance is expected for the former controller.
• when considering the mix context (q1,1 = q2,2 = 0.5), intermediate ﬁgures
are obtained, and then both controllers improve their behavior with respect
to the loaded context. In this case, the scheduled controller presents a 20%
lower decay-rate than the non-scheduled controller.
In order to perform a wider study for both control strategies, decay-rate values
for other transition probabilities will be depicted by means of surfaces. In
Figure 4, the surfaces for every control strategy are together shown to better
appreciate the performance improvement (lower decay-rates) in the scheduled
approach. The following concerns can be stated:
• when q1,1 = q2,2 = 1, the worst case in Table 1 is reached, that is, the decayrate of the loaded network state (0.79 and 0.88, resp., for scheduled 11 and
non-scheduled controller).
• when q1,1 = q2,2 = 0, the network is always switching between both states,
and an intermediate performance is achieved (0.65 and 0.81, resp., for scheduled and non-scheduled controller 12 ).
• both surfaces are inclined to the values q1,1 = 1, q2,2 = 0, since the lower
q2,2 and the higher q1,1 are, the better (lower) decay-rate will be. Thus,
the less the network is loaded, the better performance can be guaranteed.
As previously commented, only this case (with q1,1 = 1, q2,2 = 0) presents
similar values for both controllers.
• the results obtained for the unloaded (q1,1 = 1, q2,2 = 0) and loaded (q1,1 =
0, q2,2 = 1) contexts become lower and upper bounds, resp., in the stability
analysis.
Finally, two last cases will be treated. In both cases, statistical information is
not known, and hence, the proposed Markov chain cannot be used to prove
11

This value cannot be observed in the ﬁgure but it coincides with that obtained
when q1,1 = 0, q2,2 = 1.
12 These values are slightly worse (≃ 5% for the scheduled controller, and ≃ 10%
for the non-scheduled controller) than those obtained for the mix context (with
q1,1 = q2,2 = 0.5) in Table 1.
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Fig. 4. Decay-rate comparison

stability. These are the two cases:
• if no transition probability qi,j is known (that is, only probability density
functions of the network delay pi (τ (k)) are considered), a probabilistic LMI
analysis (26) can be separately carried out for each network state (that is, either for the unloaded network context or for the loaded network context 13 ).
As expected, the decay-rate values obtained for this analysis coincide with
those for the unloaded and loaded network contexts presented in Table 1.
• if no statistical information is known (that is, neither transition probabilities nor probability density functions), a robust LMI analysis (27) can be
carried out. As probability density functions are not known, no diﬀerence
between network contexts can be contemplated. The results shown in Table
2 yield the worst-case performances for the scheduled and non-scheduled approaches. Note that for the non-scheduled strategy, the resultant decay-rate
is α = 1.04, which is out of the range 0 < α < 1 required to ensure stability. Then, under this condition, the non-scheduled control system becomes
unstable for some delay combination.
Table 2
LMI decay-rate (with no statistical information)
scheduled

non-scheduled

0.91

1.04

13

Since no transition probabilities are known, the drawback of this analysis is not
being able to treat mix contexts such as in the Markov chain approach.
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Trajectory for unloaded network
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Fig. 5. XY path for unloaded network

5.3 Truetime implementation. Evaluation of cost functions.

The Truetime application is developed considering a Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN). In order to generate diﬀerent load conditions in the Truetime
application framework, and hence diﬀerent network contexts, a set of interference nodes has been added to the proposed NCS.
The desired path to be tracked by the UGV is approximately a 30m2 looped,
rectangle path, where the starting and goal points are located near the coordinate origin (0,0) 14 (see in Figure 5). The path consists of straight lines, which
are gone across following an anti-clockwise movement. In this experiment, the
next parameters are considered 15 (remember section 3.1): ρ=0.0275, ϖ=0.16,
dmax =0.1, α=β=0.5. Figures 6, 7 and 8 show a zoom of the path tracking,
where both the current UGV state (output) (xc , yc , θc )k and the reference
UGV state (xr , yr , θr )k reached by each controller (the nominal controller, the
non-scheduled controller, and the scheduled controller) are depicted. As a result, the next aspects can be observed:
• for every evaluated case (including the nominal one), some spike is observed when arriving to the corner. This spike appears as a consequence
of the values selected for the controller’s parameters when designing the
PID controller. So, if Kp were reduced around 20% and Ki around 40%,
the spike would be practically eliminated, but the settling time would be
approximately worsened 100% (see Figure 6).
• in the unloaded context (Figure 6), the non-scheduled and the scheduled
controllers behave in a similar way (outputs are practically overlapped),
and they follow accurately the nominal performance. This conclusion can be
conﬁrmed by computing the cost functions presented in section 4.3. For the
14
15

Concretely, (xr , yr , θr )1 =(0.1,0.1,0), and (xc , yc , θc )0 =(0.09,0.1,0).
All of them in SI units.
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Trajectory for loaded network
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Trajectory for mix network
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Fig. 9. Cost indexes J1 , J2 , J3

nominal controller, the cost functions present these values: J1 = 3.52, J2 =
0.27, J3 = 49.6s. As shown in Figure 9, in this unloaded context, similar values to the previous ones are achieved both for the non-scheduled controller
and for the scheduled one.
• in the loaded context (Figure 7), the non-scheduled controller worsens dramatically its behavior, whereas the scheduled controller tries to keep the
nominal speciﬁcation. As shown in Figure 9, with respect to the unloaded
context, evident increments of the cost functions for the non-scheduled controller, but slight ones for the scheduled strategy, validate this fact. Concretely, for the non-scheduled controller, J1 and J2 are incremented around
200%, and J3 around 25%; nevertheless, the scheduled controller experiments less increments (≃20% for J1 , ≃30% for J2 , and ≃2% for J3 ).
• in the mix context (Figure 8), once the UGV overtakes the bottom corner,
the Markov chain switches from the unloaded network state to the loaded
one, being patent a path tracking worsening for the non-scheduled controller. The behavior in this case is retrieved when approaching to the top
corner, since at this moment the chain switches to the unloaded network
state. Nevertheless, the behavior obtained from the scheduled controller is
slightly aﬀected by the switching. Once again, this aspect can be checked
by observing the values obtained for each cost function (Figure 9). On one
hand, for the non-scheduled controller, whereas J1 and J3 present intermediate values between the two previous contexts (now, regarding the unloaded
case, J1 worsens around 90%, and J3 around 15%), J2 takes a similar value
with respect to the loaded network framework (200% greater than in the
unloaded context). On the other hand, the scheduled controller reaches cost
indexes that are similar to those obtained in the loaded context, which are
a bit worse than in the unloaded network situation (as previously com20
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Fig. 10. XY path for τ (k)=0.195s (zoom)

mented).
• all of these conclusions conﬁrm those based on decay-rate ﬁgures, which
were presented in Table 1.

Finally, let us simulate the NCS behavior when no Markov chain is considered,
that is, when delays can arbitrarily change (with no statistical information 16 )
inside the interval Θ = [0, τmax ]. Diﬀerent sequences of network-induced delays
could be treated, but let us consider a long time-invariant network-induced
delay τ (k)=τmax =0.195s. For this delay, whereas the non-scheduled NCS becomes unstable (and then the UGV is not able to follow the desired path),
the scheduled controller tries to track the path but worsening the performance
with respect to the Markov chain framework (see in Figure 10). This conclusion
conﬁrms that deduced in the previous section where, for some combination of
the network-induced delay, a decay-rate degradation could be expected for
the scheduled control strategy, and even instability, for the non-scheduled one
(remember Table 2). Analyzing cost functions (see in Figure 9), now the scheduled controller presents greater values with respect to those obtained in the
Markov chain case, corroborating the previous conclusions. As, in this case,
the non-scheduled approach becomes unstable, its cost indexes tend to inﬁnity
(marked as ∞ in Figure 9).

16

In this case, neither probability density functions nor transition probabilities are
known. Considering only the former ones is equivalent to separately treat either
the unloaded or the loaded network context in the Markov chain framework (as
previously carried out).
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Fig. 11. Mobile robot used in the experimental test-bed

6

Experimental results

Once the simulation studies have been deemed satisfactory, the controller parameters obtained in the previous section have been directly applied to control
an experimental test-bed, which includes the following devices:
• one computer acting as the event-based path tracking controller located at
the remote side.
• one mobile robot (UGV), which is built from the LEGO Mindstorms NXT
hardware [1] resulting in a classical tribot (see in Figure 11), and whose
input/output behavior complies with (31). In the LEGO NXT ”intelligent”
brick, the event-based gain-scheduling multi-rate controller located at the
local side is implemented.
In the implementation, some speciﬁc time delay injection code is included in
order to obtain diﬀerent load scenarios (acting as the interference nodes in the
Truetime simulation). After carrying out several experiments, the same trend
seen in the simulation is now observed, that is, the scheduled controller points
out a better behavior than the non-scheduled controller as soon as delays are
longer.
Next, for the sake of simplicity, let us only show one of these experiments in
which the worst case (loaded network context) is treated. Figure 12 depicts the
histogram for the round-trip time delays appeared in the experience, stating
a similar shape to that shown in Figure 2 for the loaded network. Figure 13
shows a zoom of the experimental path tracking, where both the current UGV
state (output) (xc , yc , θc )k and the reference UGV state (xr , yr , θr )k reached by
each control strategy 17 are illustrated. Comparing Figure 13 to Figure 7, the
control proposal seems to be validated, since the scheduled controller follows
17

Obviously, since delays are inherent to the experimental platform, now it is not
possible to get the nominal, no-delay output as obtained in simulation.
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Fig. 13. Experimental XY path for loaded network (zoom)

the path better than the non-scheduled controller, and those oscillations detected in the simulation for the non-scheduled strategy are also visible in the
experience. Cost functions conﬁrm the previous conclusion (Figure 14), since
all of them appear incremented in the non-scheduled case (as previously noted
in Figure 9 for the loaded network context).

7

Conclusions

In this work, a Markov chain-driven NCS is presented, where the plant to be
wirelessly controlled is a UGV. The output sampling period can be chosen to
be greater than the longest delay, avoiding the packet disorder phenomenon.
Consequently, to improve dynamic control performance, multi-rate control
techniques are used in such a way that the UGV is sensed at the long period
(slow rate) and actuated at an N times shorter period (fast rate).
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Fig. 14. Cost indexes J1 , J2 , J3 for the experiment

The non-uniform multi-rate control system is decomposed into two sides: a
remote side carrying out the path tracking control and generating slow-rate
velocity references from UGV states, and a local side compensating for timevarying network-induced delays and converting the slow-rate references into
fast-rate control actions, which are non-uniformly applied to the UGV. Eventbased controllers are implemented at both sides. Interesting advantages of
the control proposal are the consideration of actual (not estimated) values for
network delays and UGV states, a possible reduction of the network utilization,
and a straightforward implementation.
Control system stability for the Markov chain-driven NCS is assured in terms
of probabilistic LMIs. Simulation results point out the beneﬁts of the proposed
control strategy, which is validated on an experimental test-bed.
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